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all  agree to the
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Going Retro
The Old School Classics



Editor's Decree

It gives me immense pleasure in presenting "Going Retro: The Old School
Classics", The 2nd Edition of MIRAgE in collaborations with VOGUE

International, New York, one of the Iconic and most Reputed Fashion &
Lifestyle Brand in the World. Going back we have seen how time has changed
and we the Human race have evolved. We are continuously changing and will

continue to do so in order to survive. However, we must not forget our roots
and the era that shaped the modern world, THE RETRO AGE, more

commonly termed as "The Vintage Era".
We at Inked Streets & Co, believe in keeping our roots and culture intact
while adapting to the fast changing world. And hereby present our version

and salutations to the Golden Era of  "Vintage Style" with this edition of E-
Magazine.

It is a simple and humble attempt to relive our old glory days.
 

~Rudra Deka~
Founder & CEO
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love is the only thing

you feel, that makes

you richer.



It has been 12 years since I last saw you. Are you well?

I have tried my best to move on but, that beautiful

smile of yours have tormented me on many sleepless

nights.

It all started with a a few sheets of blank paper on a

classroom bench. Did you transfer from another

school?, I asked. Yes, It's been a month now, she

replied. I haven't seen you earlier, Are you new too?

No, I was not well and took a few days leave, I added. I

noticed she had beautiful dark brown eyes. God! I still

get shivers thinking about her. That was our first

conversation. 

A few weeks went by, I got busy with my daily

activities. I got a reputation of being a monster,

hanging out with the most Harami children of the

school, friends you know, can't help! I couldn't stop

myself from noticing her every now and then, seeking a

glance or two in the class. She had the most beautiful

hair and eyes, and her calm face, and soothing

personality only added a majestic persona. She was

very beautiful, very vain. The perfect definition of a

"Lady". I would often tell my friends, You know, If I

ever get into love, I would like to fall for someone like

Nisha.

I never thought i could love
someone so much that it

would hurt so bad

Old
School Love

W o u l d  y o u  g o  o u t  o n  a
d i n n e r  d a t e  w i t h  m e ?



To which they replied, She is completely out of

your league. I saw many of my friends,

proposing, staying together as a couple, and

suddenly breaking off, only to get with

someone else. This disturbed me, made me

question, Is Love so Weak? How come my

parents are still together? I began looking for

answers. I asked my friends about their

relationships, but most importantly, I asked

them what made them stop loving their

partner. All to my vain. It was 5th February

2007, and we had our group projects on Work

Experience and Handicrafts sorted out by the

teacher. Naturally I was the last one to go, and

I was all alone. It was only the next week,

when our classes on Handicrafts started, that I

find Nisha sitting besides me. I asked her,

what she was doing sitting with me, she could

have paired with anyone she wanted to. She

replied in her ever so calming voice, " I was

absent the day we were sorted into groups, and

you are the only one left, so I am with you."

Thinking about Beauty and the Beast story

turned real. Well here it was. I was the

happiest man on earth that day. I was smiling

all the way to home. My father came in and

asked what I was smiling about, in the

evening, and I guess that was the Father-Son

talk that I had that day with him. I asked, can

someone make you feel happy and strong and

weak and sad at the same time? To which he

asked, "Is there anyone you want me to know

about?" I told him about Nisha, how she made

me feel, how I wanted her to stay with me,

how I wanted her to sit besides me in every

class. How I looked at her tender hands, when

she worked on our Handicraft project.  He

said, "I feel the same way for your mother." 

I was young and naive, the answer that I was

looking for was in front of me the whole time.

I couldn't figure out that I was in love. Now

the question was, Did she feel the same? I

spent many evenings and nights, thinking

about how to say, what to say.

Time went by, Nisha and I started talking

more and more. We shared notes, and she

would help me with Social Sciences. Why is

it always that Girls are smarter than boys in

school? I invited her over to my house once

and introduced her, my father immediately

knew, it was her, that I was talking about.

He began teasing me, like most fathers do. I

was embarrassed, more angry at him. I

thought Nisha would break off the friendship

that we had. But, she was very comfortable,

yet she blushed. I couldn't make out anything

of her reactions. The next day, she told me

that she had a wonderful time with my

family, and that she would love to meet them

again. I was on Cloud Nine! My friends

started getting jealous and teased me

whenever she would pass by. You know, how

school friends are. Our exams came and we

got busy. Nisha and I kept in touch. The

following year, I decided I would ask her

out, I knew what my feelings were for her,

that I wanted to spend the rest of my life

with her growing and building together. So,

this is what I wrote:

"Nisha, I would love to take you out,

preferably for dinner. I would wear my tuxedo

and you, your little black dress. We will walk

returning home, hand in hand talking about

what makes us happy, and I promise to write

you letters every now and then. Will you go

out on a dinner date with me."

I never gave her that letter. Like every good

thing she left me too soon and that still burns

like a hole. What I felt for her was very

natural and very strong. There were no

demands and no questions, only Love, Pure

Love!

L o v e  h a p p e n s  o n l y  o n c e ,
t h e  r e s t  i s  j u s t  l i f e !



I READ,
I TRAVEL,
I BECOME.

~ E R I K A  P R A T T S ~

Let's Tr
avel O

ld School

Style



TRAVELING IN
TIME, OLD

SCHOOL STYLE
~Erika Pratts~

Hello everyone. Namaste. I am Erika Pratts, a Travel Ninja! I
generally travel around creating contents and that's sort of
what I do for living. Recently, I have been obsessed with
Backpacking and have traveled quite some places. It is fun and
refreshing for the soul as well. But before you get the same crazy
idea as me, there are a few points to knot down.

Firstly, your travel itinerary. List down the places you want to
visit. Check out the camps nearby those areas, you don't want to
spend the night with a wild bear roaming around now, do you?
Secondly, getting your map route and backpack ready with all
essentials, like clothes, water, some snacks, medicine and first-
aid and a MAP! Now, once you set out, there are a few mishaps
that might happen and you must be ready for them.



S U R V I V I N G
T H E
F O R E S T
Survival skills are techniques that a person may
use in order to sustain life in any type of
environment. These techniques are meant to
provide basic necessities for human life which
include water, food, and shelter. The skills also
support proper knowledge and interactions with
animals and plants to promote the sustaining of
life over a period of time. 

Survival skills are often basic ideas and abilities
that ancients invented and used themselves for
thousands of years.

Outdoor activities such as hiking, backpacking,
horseback riding, fishing, and hunting all require
basic wilderness survival skills, especially in
handling emergency situations. Bushcraft and
primitive living are most often self-implemented,
but require many of the same skills.

You must be
able to handle

the Worst.



In the more remote parts of Great Britain, especially
Scotland, bothies exist to provide simple (free)
accommodation for backpackers. On the French
system of long distance trails, Grande Randonnées,
backpackers can stay in gîtes d'etapes, which are
simple hostels provided for walkers and cyclists.

There are some simple shelters and occasional
mountain hut also in North America, included on the
Appalachian trail. Another example is the High
Sierra Camps in the Yosemite National Park. Long
distance backpacking trails with huts also exist in
South Africa, including the 100 km plus Amatola
Trail, in the Eastern Cape Province

BACKPACKING

GEAR BEGINS

WITH A

SUITABLE

BACKPACK,

PROPER BOTH

IN SIZE AND

FIT.

Backpackers must always be prepared for difficulties,
whether mishaps are experienced or not. These include
adverse weather, difficult terrain, treacherous water
crossings, heights, dangerous animals, dehydration,
heat exhaustion, hypothermia, altitude sickness,
illness, fatigue, injury, disabling waterborne diseases,
and anxiety. The remoteness of backpacking locations
can exacerbate any mishap. Survival gear and the
skills to use it are paramount.In some regions, varying
forms of accommodation exist, from simple log lean-
to's to staffed facilities offering escalating degrees of
service. Beds, meals, and even drinks may be had at
Alpine huts scattered among well-traveled European
mountains. 

This was a small example of what and where a
backpacker may find emergency services if he or she
decides to backpack across Europe and the Western
countries. But then, it mostly depends on your wits
and knowledge. So, if your heart calls out do give
backpacking a try, after all it is all about traveling
Old School Style!



The pandemic has forced most of us to work from home and whether we like it or hate

it, we better get used to it. In this post I’ll talk about some of the things I have learned

over the last year of working remotely, that helped me make sure that I stay healthy, fit,

and productive. So, first thing’s first. We need to set up our workspace properly. With

proper setup, you can be more productive and get more done in less time so that you can

get out of the home office and spend more time with your family.

SETTING UP YOUR WORKSPACE WHILE

WORKING FROM HOME

~AHMAD W. KHAN~
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Setup your
workspace in a
separate
location

Get a good pair of noise-canceling headphones.

Place your desk in a place where you can see the window.

Research has shown that having a desk setup where you are

facing a window or even near one can have a great positive

impact on your work life.

Make sure your desk is in a position where you can see other

places of the house without leaving the desk.

This is the most important thing: Make sure your desk is out of

other people’s way so that you are not constantly distracted by

people walking by, which leads me to my second point.

You must create a separate dedicated workspace to work from home.

Choose a place with minimum distraction and where you are not facing

something distracting like TV or your gaming console.

Make sure you have the following things taken care of:
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I don’t care how expensive or fancy your workspace is. Whether you are using a standing

desk or a freaking recliner, if your space is full of distractions you won’t be able to work

properly. So, remove anything that’s not your work-related, which means no TV or

PlayStation. Also, put your phone in silence and if you can, put your phone in a different

room. But other than devices, make sure people and pets also don’t easily create distractions. 

Trust me, sometimes even your cat can lead to distractions especially if she enjoys coming for

your home office visits while you are at work. My cats know exactly when to pop up for a

surprise visit when I am migrating our repo from staging to production or I am about to push

my code.

Remove
Distractions

Get a good
desk and chair

Most of us work for long hours on our desk and mostly in

sitting positions (unless you are using a standing desk). So, it

only makes sense to invest in a good desk and chair. I am not

saying something expensive and fancy. But make sure it’s

comfortable to work long hours on.
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This is an important one. Make sure you and everyone in your family respects your

workspace and work hours. So, make sure to let everyone know about your work

hours so that they know to minimize distractions and interruptions. You don’t want

your family members playing Call of Duty in the same room while you are debugging

your code. Let everyone know what you should be bothered with and what can wait

until the end of the day.

And lastly, make sure you separate your work from your personal life and can

checkout at the end of the day and take care of personal things. You don’t wanna

drag the work hours to 12 hours of coding session, and believe me, I am guilty of the

same. But make sure to “punch out” after work and leave your home office to engage

in other things besides work.

Keep your
desk clean and

organized
Make sure your desk doesn’t resemble the same crime scene that

you’ve got going on in your closet. That’s right, spend some time

each morning setting everything up so that things are in reach so

that you don’t have to get up every few minutes. Also, keep snacks

and drinks in reach.

Respect the
Workspace



~NAMRATA SAIKIA~

“Old is always gold”,we all agree to the

statement be it in terms of movies , songs,

gadgets etc When we say ‘old fashioned’ or

‘out dated’ it does not always means to end a

period or trend. To be precise fashion in terms

of clothes and accessories have been seen

taking a fascinating turn over to the 80s & 90s

in this 21st century.

Isn’t it interesting to accept the old-school styles of

outfits & accessories that once we left behind. The

styles which our parents and even grandparents

might have come across are back into the trend

today, with a huge range of varieties &

experimentation in terms of colours, textures and

prints. Pairing up retro fashion with some modern

touch in the look, makes a perfect Combo.

"Fashion is Temporary,
Style is Forever"

Backtrack to
the 

Old-School 
Fashion.

What is your style?
Don't be afraid to experiment



Leather trouser or dress that were once used

as fabrics in the 90s for a futuristic look. It

was also an ultimate symbol of adolescent

rebellion of 90s that are back in trend now

like season. It can be seen being very popular

among the youth. Iconic stars like kyndel

jenner, kylie jenner, Gigi Hadid, kim

kardishian can be seen styling up with classy

look.

Leather Trouser & Dress:

Leather
Trouser &

dress- 

Baggy,
Flared jean
& Crop tops

In early 90s the most famous and loved outfit

was baggy jeans crop top which is coming back

to style and can be seen holding a high craving

for the young generation of 21st century. The

high-neck tank top, the halter neck,off-shoulder

styles are seen ‘on-going’ in a wide range and

varieties. Today stars like kendall Jenner, Bella

Hadid, Katie Holmes have all slayed the look.

Baggy/Flared jean & Crop tops-



Corchet dress:

Corchet
dress

“Corchet” ( a process of creating textiles by

interlocking yarns and threads with special

crochet hooks) that happened to be famous in

the 19th century but style ended with the end of

Victorian era. Besides the “crochet” is back

again in style with a huge comeback that could

be seen in big brands like Zara, H&M, Gucci

having a wide range of crochet dress or tops in

correct collection.

Baguette
Bags

Baguette Bags- 

The iconic 90s baguette bag have got a great

spin back in today’s trend. It is seen the style of

baguette bags now in un-printed shades of black,

brown, cream and faded pastels.



Oversized plaid vintage jackets held a very eye-

catching and classic pattern on the jackets &

coats which are again back ‘into’ the ‘Fashion’

today. It not only gives a vintage look but also

makes a great pair to be styled with high boots

and short dress for women , and solid coloured

shirts and plain trousers for men.

Plaid Blazzers & Jackets:

Plaid
Blazzers &

jackets

Camp 
collar
shirts

Camp collar shirts-

Camp collared shirts that were once styled in

plain patterns are now “in-fashion” with a huge

comeback for a while now to create a whole new

look that can be seen today worldwide.



The 1954 
Hudson Hornet
THE TRUE CLASSIC

A classic with spacious interior which was more than roomy for

fitting 6 passengers

1954 HUDSON HORNET

~MARTIN LYNDOH~



Hudson Hornet is a full-sized automobile that was manufactured by Hudson Motor Car Company of

Detroit, Michigan from 1951 until 1954, when Nash-Kelvinator and Hudson merged to form American

Motors Corporation (AMC). Hudson automobiles continued to be marketed under the Hudson brand

name through the 1957 model year. 

The Hornet, introduced for the 1951 model year, was based on Hudson's "step-down" design that was

first seen in the 1948 model year on the Commodore. Unlike a unibody, the design didn't fully merge the

body and chassis frame into a single structure, but the floorpan footwells recessed down, in between the

car's chassis rails, which were, in turn, routed around them – instead of a conventional floor, sitting on

top of straight ladder frame rails – a body on frame design that later became more widely adopted, and

known as a perimeter frame. Thus one "stepped down" into a Hudson. Thanks to the step-down chassis

and body, the car's "lower center of gravity, was both functional and stylish. The car not only handled

well, but treated its six passengers to a sumptuous ride. The low-slung look also had a sleekness about it

that was accentuated by the nearly enclosed rear wheels.

 the hudson hornet

"These types of cars are
incredibly popular right now
among collectors and are
still exclusive. "

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full-size_car
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson_Motor_Car_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detroit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nash-Kelvinator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Motors_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson_Commodore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle_frame#Unibody
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle_frame#Ladder_frame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vehicle_frame#Perimeter_frame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chassis


The 1954 model, underwent a major square-lined

redesign and to match the look of the compact

Hudson Jet that was introduced in 1953. This

entailed extensive retooling because of the way the

step-down frame wrapped around the passenger

compartment. The front had a simpler grille that

complemented the now-functional hood scoop and a

new one-piece curved windshield, while the sides

gained period-typical fender chrome accents, and

the formerly sloped rear end was squared off. The

front to rear fender line was styled to make the car

look longer and taillamps were also redesigned.

The interior was also updated with a new dash and

instrument cluster that were surprisingly modern.

concorso

italiano 

Although the Hornet's redesign put it on par

with its contemporaries in terms of looks and

style, it came too late to boost sales. The news

that Hudson was in financial difficulties and

had been essentially taken over by Nash-

Kelvinator to form American Motors

Corporation during the 1954 model year was

known by the car-buying public.

The updated Hornet Brougham convertible, the

only open top body design available from

Hudson, was attractive but considered

overpriced at $3,288 for a six-cylinder car in

1954. A total of 540 convertibles were built.

Hudson's Board of Directors approved a merger

with Nash-Kelvinator on 14 January 1954, and

ratified by shareholders on 24 March 1954,

with the new American Motors Corporation

formed on 1 May 1954. Hudson Hornet 1954

model year production of all body styles totaled

24,833.

"This car gained the number one spot in Best Cars
Magazine during the early 1980s"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson_Jet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hood_scoop


Sushmita
Shah

INTRODUCING



We've all been told two lies in our life 
1. You'll be nothing 

2. You can be anything
So we should never give up on our 

Dreams and Passion. 
 

~SUSHMITA SHAH~

Being the
Retro
Queen



Talking about my modeling journey, it has been a great experience till now with ups and downs
always learning and being good at what I have done. I started modeling right from my very
childhood. I have done quite a few shows and photo-shoots too. Modeling is my passion and through
this I have built a lot of confidence. Most importantly being able to talk freely with anyone without
any hesitation. 

THE RETRO QUEEN
SUSHMITA SHAH

Sushmita Shah, hailing from Guwahati Assam,
Aged 20, pursuing Bachelors in History Major.

My future plans for my passion is that I want to explore further and I'll be participating in
pageants too and on the other hand I'll carry on my studies. I am also preparing for my UPSC
exams, as I want to work for social causes. 
And I always have backup plans because if we can't succeed in one that doesn't mean we can't do
anything in our life .

FUTURE PLANS:

HOW IT BEGAN?

SAHEEN AKHTAR'S 
PHOTOGRAPHY



The
Retro Queen
Sushmita

Shah



Riya Gayan

Introducing

The
Urban Beauty



HOW IT BEGAN?
THE JOURNEY TO NAME AND FAME.

When I was young, I always watched movies, like to play those roles and had a certain passion towards the fashion
industry. In the beginning, I had no idea how things work in this industry or how am I supposed to be. Luckily, I had
few friends who helped me out. I did few photo-shoots which was my first step towards this industry. Then I came
across a competition where I learnt quite much. There were classes where they gave basic knowledge relating to this
field. Things like, table manners, gym workouts, etiquette's, makeup, skincare and last but not the least the catwalk.
This competition changed my life and for my talent I was awarded, ‘Miss Photogenic’.
 Soon after that, I had to move to Chennai from where I did my bachelors from SRM University. I was a part of
fashion team and did a lot of college shows. Along with college shows, I also got offers from designers, organizations
and photographers who wanted to work with me. I have worked for madras televisions which was a great experience
for me. I have been featured in Chennai time’s newspaper. I have done fashion shows in Chennai, Bangalore, and
Pondicherry etc. and looking forward to do more.

THE URBAN BEAUTY
RIYA GAYAN

Riya Gayan, The Urban Beauty

hails  from Guwahati, Assam,

currently pursuing Biotechnology

at Jain University in Bangalore.

Dreams are what we live for. We all
dream about something that we want
or someone whom we want to become.

When I was young, I had a huge
fascination towards fashion. I always
dreamt of being a glamorous person,

someone who knows about fashion or to
work in this industry.

~RIYA GAYAN~



FUTURE PLANS
So along with these great moments, I had a lot of
setbacks. But I am always determined and never let
those things bothered me. I believe I should be
influencing because I have talent and fashion inspires
me. And I want to do the same for others. I am
looking forward to work with great personalities in
the future and work as much as possible.



Riya Gayan

Featurette
Fresh Face



from
the

chef's
kitchen

"it's grilled to perfection, all

the juices just come out and

the sauce makes it even

better"

~ CHEF SANGITA~

Scan to go to
"Lazyy Kitchen"
By Chef Sangita



THE JUICY
HISTORY OF
KEBABS

Who does not love kebabs. It is one of the most
admired grilled dishes in the world and each
continent has their own version of kebabs from
from Middle East region to Mediterranean. The
practice of cooking meat on a stick or skewer
originates in prehistorical times a million years
ago, when early humans began cooking with
fire. Written in 1377the Turkish script of Kyssa-i
Yusuf  is the oldest known source where it is
stated as a food item. 

The story says that in order to preserve meat during their
travels, the soldiers cut it up in small pieces, grilled it on
their swords and consumed it with bread. The term ‘kebab’
is said to have originated from the Arabic ‘kabāb’ which
means to char or burn, while the Turkish version of the
term is ‘kebap’. Although it is said to be of Middle Eastern
origin Greeks  were also considered to be the pioneer of
kebabs. It was part of Greek culinary dating as far back as
17th century BC Minoan civilization where they used
unearthed stone sets of barbecue for skewers. If  we look at
the political boundaries and collaborate it with history, the
trail followed by Changez Khan's army transecting
Mongolia, Middle-East and up to Spain and around, saw the
evolution of kebabs in various forms.Some of the most
popular version are Yakitori in Japan and Satay in
Indonesia and Malaysia, Gyro in Greece, Shashlik in Central
Europe, Shish Kebab of Middle East and of course Tandoori
and Chicken tikka of India.



Accrording to Ibn Battuta, the famous Moroccan traveler
Kebab was a vital part of the daily diet of Indian monarchs as
early as 1200 AD. No wonder the Afghan merchants and
invaders brought it to the Indian kitchen long before the
Mughals came into the picture. The pre Mughal era was more
about marinade and meat-being more of rustic flavor,but
with Mughals it developed into more sophisticated delicacy
that is succulent ,and aromatic.Some of the most famous
Indian kebabs include Seekh, Shami, Reshmi, Chapli, Bihari,
Tikka, Dhaga or Sutli, Doner, Pasanday, Peshawari, Patthar
Ke Kebab etc. The ever famous Galauti kebab was created
around late 1700 for the old toothless  Nawab of Lucknow
who was fond of meaty kebabs but could not chew it.
AmongRajasthani Royals in Pre Brtitish era there was a type
of Kebab made out of Goat intestine and stuffed with
kheema. The first kebab shop called Hodja Nasreddin in the
UK opened in 1966 and became so popular among British that
currently we have 20,000 kebab shops in Great Britain. 

The German-style döner kebab was said to be invented by
Turkish immigrants in Berlin in the 1970s and became
most popular take-away food during the 1990s. This
famous dish also became synonymous with Muslim
immigration around Europe so much that Robert Ménard,
the mayor of the French city of Béziers,banned kebab
restaurants, claiming they were threatening French
culture.
       Now a days we have over 200 verities of Kebabs in the
world and it is one of the most popular take out dishes. Call
it a staple late night British late-night street food,appetizer
for your dinner party,your booze buddy or game night
customary, one thing is for sure. We all love Kebabs in all
forms and it is one of those simple pleasures of life that just
hits the spot.

FROM CHEF SANGITA'S
~LAZYY KITCHEN~



Relations Now,
Predicted Then.

The land of culture, rituals, religions; India. We

Indians consider adherence to the customs and

traditions as an integral part of our ethical

standards. With the onset of modernization, there

ceased to exist barriers as caste differences and

many more. Here evolved new cultures and

connotations. This led to development of concepts

of love amongst same gender as well. Sounds and

seems to be super cool, right? Actually, not. These

newbie inception of theories has also brought

along innumerable sophisticated backdrops. 

Now, standards are no longer based upon

adherence to culture but detachments. This era

counts people as "cooler" who adapts and spends

upon western culture but "out dated" who has a

strong grip over their own customs. These diverse

definitions have also given rise to holistic

judgements against individuals and has created

copious tantrums in the society. Issues like body

shaming, self-hatred, depression, suicide has

touched dawn on great numbers. Human

relationships took dreadful turns. Assam, the land

of "Ahoms" and great personalities have

preserved powerful sayings of ancient times,

which holds relevance even today. 

Relationships, A Boon or Ban?

~Tanisha Taskin~



let's go
back to the

past!

Have we
forgotten what
is most
important?

"নদীৰ সমান ববʼ িক? আইৰ সমান হʼব �কান?"

This means a river is eternal and nobody can

beat the flow of a river. Likewise, nobody can

love us like our mothers. Everybody comes up

to us but with conditions. Whereby a mother

serves and loves her child until her last breath

with no desire to get benefited in return.

Though these sayings are made long past back,

yet even after centuries festoons the lives of

common people with relatability. With time we

have aced with technologies but where are we

heading as a society? The relationships we

make today haven't grown but face dilemma as

we are apathetic to humans but inclined

towards monetary and materialistic lust. Aren't

we ourselves responsible for growing

disruption of a healthy mental state of our

coexisting community? A wise today with

authentic lessons of the retro era shall lead to a

better tomorrow. 

"আেপানতৈক পৰ ভাল, পৰতৈক জংঘল ভাল।" A

saying that means strangers are better than close

ones, solitude in forest is better than strangers.

This comes true as we get betrayed by our dear

ones, else who dares to come and hurt us about

our weak points. At times when people around us

wrongs us but, a time in solitude never goes in

vain.



The clouds of the blues started to change it hues.
Seasoned the streets with heavy rains. 

Most importantly, Nidhi, my girlfriend, whom

I met in semester three and started dating by

fourth semester. She was genuine and kind.

Her skin felt like milk cream over a liquid

drink. She was irresistibly attractive. I fell for

her at every instance. Whenever she felt low

she rested her head on my chest. Yes, this

Nehru Park was our dating point and the

stalls over here holds all our memories.

"Alright, enough of nostalgia, lets have some

chai here. The rain seems to stop by now." I

murmured to myself. Well, I parked my car

and got off it. "Dada, ek cup mast adrak waali

chai dena." I placed my order for the tea. I

didn't know, the first sip would submerge me

into nostalgia of my first love from college. My

heart started its jingles. 

Feelings of
Old 

Acquaintances. 

The thirst of dry roads of Guwahati were

quenching from the rain drops. Also the same

old traffic on the fancy bazar roads. Would it

work if I damn this rain for the traffic. "Oh

c'mon Saurav stop being so grouchy! Listen

you're too tired, please stop by a stall and have

a chai. YOU NEED IT DUFFER. RIGHT

NOW!" A voice screamed out inside my brain.

So I decided to get me a chai wala and have

some tea. Damn! It's 6 pm now. I've been stuck

in the traffic for hours and now I have reached

Cotton University gate. Sigh! This place. This

place holds my heart. They say it right, "Once

a Cottonian, always a Cottonian". I still

remember my graduation years. Those days

were the best days of my life. Tridip, Aziz and

me. We three were best friends right from

School.



I didn't know if I was okay. I had no clue what the same tea, stall, street did to me all of

sudden. My heart got concealed with pain and memories. I was shivering. I paid off the

money and got back to my car. It had been twenty years since she left me. My life took a

horrific turn right from the day, when I saw her last on the ICU bed. My baby couldn't

survive the dreadful deeds of those rascals who allegedly raped her and left her naked

on the streets. It was definitely not possible for me to explain the crushing pain I

endured since then. She didn't do any wrong man! My girl was innocent. "Sniffles and

cries". "Phone beeps. It read, Beta, it's getting dark. Where are you my son. I'm

worried. Come soon beta. Call me if possible." I wiped off my face and drove back to my

home. I kissed her pictures a gazillion times which I hung on the walls of my room. 

Does the end, really ends?

What would you do to the memories,

I firmly behold in my heart and

cherish?

Raindrops are still bouncing 

The malai over the chai still sailing.

The sip from the cup that I took

Reminds me of your face and your

tender look.

Maybe the whirling air that blew

through my hairs

Maybe it blew over my skin to touch

yours.

The cup of tea I took

Submerged me into your memory book.

Love stories ends; love doesn't. Certain moments and experiences gives renaissance to

the old phases of life. I didn't marry anyone else. My heart always craved for her. Yes I

will always love my college girlfriend. My only wish is to meet her soon in the next

world.

IT'S NOT LOVE, UNTIL
YOU LOOSE YOURSELF.

TANISHA TASKIN



RD recalls his engineering days and how his tryst with blogging

started, which has now become a major platform for people to come

up to in order to share their stories. 

“If you want ten years of prosperity, grow grains. And if you want a

hundred years of prosperity, then grow a tree. If you want the world

to remember you, grow people”. This is a famous Chinese proverb,

which RD, the founder of Inked Street and Co., recited as his

flagship mantra of doing business. 

There Is A Reason Why ‘Destiny Favours The Brave’
Has Been “Inked” In Bold Letters Across History

THE BALLS OF

STEEL SHOW
Jatin Soney

Featurette

https://www.linkedin.com/in/inked-streets-co/


It was 2018. Like most males in our country,

there I was, sitting in a class of my engineering

college. With a constant jarring feeling of

inevitably falling into the cycle of a 9 to 5 job,

which was something that I did never want to

pursue and become a part of. And a feeling

equally as strong – speaking in terms of

physics, one which accelerated my curiosities

and not retard them – was going through my

mind. I had to involve blogging in my life

because somehow, I knew that this is what I

want to do.  

But it has not been a smooth sailing road for

me. The first obstacle I encountered was even

before embarking on this journey. When I went

over to the internet and searched blog, tens and

hundreds of links showed up. That made me

realize exactly how steep a climb it was going to

be for me. Another initial obstacle, which was

as stiff as the one before, was society. I belong

to the North-Eastern part of the country,

Assam, to be precise. Here, the very concept of

blogging is virgin territory. So, the greatest

peril that someone like me, who is looking to

engage with the masses through the internet,

can face is that there is no audience to engage

with in the first place.  

By and by, my sister and I came up with the

idea of Inked Street and Co. It is an open

blogging platform to cater to any and every

individual who has a creative knack. Inked

Street is not confined to a particular style of

blogging. It includes several genres like travel,

food, lifestyle, fashion, amongst many others.

We have also had the privilege to work with

various clients, some of them being renowned

ones like Bloverse International

One day, my sister came up to me and

suggested an idea of expanding our business. I

was intriguing and I wished to know, how. She

suggested that we incorporate our culture to

bring it forward and make any contribution

that we can to provide it with its recognition.

Hence, we ventured into E-Commerce, which

is a community-driven platform. Its sole

concept was that the people make up the

company; the company does not make up the

people. So, we were running both Inked Street

and the E-Commerce business side by side. But

the momentum was slower than we had

expected it to be. Like I have mentioned, the

people residing in the North-Eastern states, in

general, have a very conservative mindset. It

resonates with the existing notion of studying,

getting a degree, and then finally ending up in

a firm, doing a 9 to 5 job – playing it safe,

basically. And when the very society that one

looks up to for support is not inclined enough

to offer much of it. The resistance offered,

often, gets troubling to overcome. And now,

the phase which symbolized a violent ocean for

all of us kicked in – the pandemic. I vividly

remember that I had absolutely no idea how

we shall proceed from here during its former

stages. We were all confined in our rooms, the

required level of communication was not there,

and a feeling of anxiety and depression had

made a deep-rooted impact on all our minds.

But as they say that every dark cloud has a

silver lining. Our silver lining was the

confinement of the pandemic. Therefore, this

provided them with an opportunity and time to

notice Inked Street.   

https://ballsofsteelshow.com/category/entrepreneurs/e-commerce/


Many talents who had been obscured due to

their former engagements were now starting

to come out. And we knew that we had

grabbed the bull by its horns. So we started to

reach out to people with a reinvigorated spirit.

The intention had been the same throughout,

which was to bring the North-Eastern culture

forward. And this time around, the audience

heard our voice which we required formerly.

They were now present and completely

attentive. And the message with which we

lead, had started to touch the hearts of

everyone who stopped and listened. We North-

Easterners are emotional people. If a person

takes one step towards us, we take five for

them. And it was clearly visible that our

message was starting to resonate with a

broader spectrum as the engagement and

curiosity were showing an upward trend. 

With this supportive momentum, our people-

first motto, and the people by our side this

time, we continue to strive forward in bringing

out hidden talents through their stories and

providing them with a platform to do so with

Inked Street. 

This was the journey of RD, thus far, as he

continues to grow and build on his dream,

which he realized during his engineering days,

and continues to set a precedent not to give up

on your Dhandha even if every circumstance

beckons you to. 

https://ballsofsteelshow.com/features/in-conversation-with-rd-of-inked-street/



A LOOKBACK
ON THE
HISTORY 
OF 
MAKEUP

Men got inspired from Colors and

invented Paint,

Women got inspired from Paint and

invented

Makeup!!!
~RIMPI DEKA~



HOW IT
BEGAN?

Makeup has played a vital role in women day to
day life and it has began around 7000 years ago.
The History dates back to decades ago with strong
ties to the Egyptians. Many Egyptian tombs
contain makeup canisters and kits. "Cleopatra"
perhaps the most important figure in the
invention of makeup used Lipsticks that got its
hue from ground carmine beetles, while other
women used clay mixed with water to colour their
lips.
OH WOMEN!

Since, the ancient era, makeup has been used to
enhance the beauty. Women Of ancient world
were often used Innovative methods to enhance
their beauty. Some women even used Berries and
clay to darken their lips and ashes as kohl. 

Today, the makeup industry has developed in
every application from making eye-shadows to
lipsticks to foundations hiding uneven skin tone
and pores.

Decades ago, women were uneducated in terms of
beauty practices. Some cosmetics involved
Mercury, Arsenic, Lead and Leeches to achieve
pale beauty during those times. Pale beauty was
considered beautiful and became a trend. Over the
years, women burnt matches and used its ashes as
Kohl, berries or mercury was used to stain their
lips, and young boys urine to hide their Freckles.



After the Egyptians, the Victorian Era came in. This
was the time, when people truly accepted and
embraced makeup cosmetics. The women would often
dust Rice Powder to hide blotches, redness and
freckles. Zinc-Oxide and Pearl Powder were used to
create cosmetic powder and Lip Balm was created
from Beeswax. A substance known as Kohl made by
grinding stibnite was used to accentuate the eyes.
Later on with colonization, Khol spread to India and
Babylon and were largely worn by High Class People
because of it's high price.

In Modern times, the cosmetics have gone through
many transformations and there are hundred and
millions of colour choices and finishes available in the
market. 

Cosmetic Makeup have emerged as Multi-Million
Dollar Industry and as time advances the world of
Makeup and Cosmetics will continue to evolve.

WHERE TO
NEXT?



Playlist by
SELIMA RICHARDS

We are all Music Lovers. After all, Music is the

tool to anyone's heart. The purest form of

expressing your feelings. As the modern day songs

inclined more and more towards, upbeat funk, rock

and EDM's, we must not forget the roots and

people that made the music industry what it is

today. The Kings and Queens of Retro Music. So, I

present my playlist of finest Mid-Retro Music. 

VIBE ON!!

Vibing' to Retro
Playlist...

PLAYLIST NUMBERS#

When you love someone ~ Bryan Adams

Electric Love ~ BORNS

Don't Want your Love ~ The Everly Brothers

Runaround Sue ~ DION 

God Bless the Broken Road ~ Rascal Flatts

Dream ~ The Everly Brothers

What a Wonderful World ~ Louis Armstrong

Imagine ~ John Lenon

Country Roads ~ John Denver

Bohemian Rhapsody ~ Queen

Come on Eileen ~ Dexys Midnight Runners

Why Worry ~ The Everly Brothers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

~ Nisha Jain  ~

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk018DDidAw5D-qww4wZbbmQLGd3uSw:1624638437785&q=Dexys+Midnight+Runners&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3LDTNqiozMElS4tTP1TcwNC4xMtVSyk620s8tLc5M1i9KTc4vSsnMS49PziktLkktskosKsksLlnEKuaSWlFZrOCbmZKXmZ5RohBUmpeXWlS8g5URAJI25mRbAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiQrePnmbPxAhWRwzgGHXFOCbMQmxMoATAEegQIAxAD


ARTWORK
BY ~LYLAC~
THE RETRO REBOOT



ARTWORK
BY ~SUMAN~
ADDICTIONS



ARTWORK
BY ~RIMPI~
SHADOW ART



ARTWORK
BY ~JESMIN~
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

ARTWORK
BY ~NISHA~

POLKA DOTS



When he vibed upon 'Kala Chasma',
My heart tripped over 'Kya hua tera wada'.

 
While he drove me to a five star hotel for a date,

my gaze stuck over the "Chai Tappri" on the rainy streets.
 

"Night out party or one night stand", he asked.
"A night under the starry sky with my hands on yours and a talk about

our dreams" I murmured. 
 
 

Old School Vibes'

Its easy to find someone who falls in love with your happy vibes,
Find someone who vibes with your darker emotions.

That Shit is Priceless!
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